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President’s Message
President’s Ramblings

eyed vireo.

Summer is always a great time to relax and explore our
wonderful city and province. I hope that you are all enjoying summer and hopefully we will have some warmer
weather in the next months. I have just returned from a
three week vacation to Scotland and England and we had
a wonderful time albeit a bit damp! I managed to sight ten
new life birds through the mist.

It has been interesting over 26 years to keep track of what
comes into the yard and with the garden maturing a number of birds which I knew where in Terwillegar park have
now come into the neighborhood yards visiting the mature
trees and shrubs which are providing a perfect corridor for
movement between the river bank and the homes.

Prior to leaving, my back yard was active with young
chickadees, red breasted nuthatches and a couple of
birds who have not visited my yard in the past; a boreal
chickadee and white-winged crossbills. Another interesting sighting was a pair of yellow bellied sapsuckers who
came routinely to follow a ritual trail around the elm trees
at the edge of the yard. Each day they returned and followed the same route. They came to enjoy the water
bath which provided good views of both the male and female.
The day before I left I filled the eight seed feeders and the
suet cages and when I returned all of them were empty.
So the birds were still actively feasting while I was gone.
Upon my return while sitting on the deck there was a continual parade of parents and young; chipping sparrows,
white throated sparrows, purple finches, magpies, blue
jays and most interesting a mother and young pileated
woodpecker. The pileated woodpecker was sitting on the
deck rail and the mother was hanging on the suet cage
taking large chunks of suet out and then bringing it to the
young woodpecker and stuffing it down its throat. Each
day they returned announcing themselves as they flew
into the yard feeding, drinking and literally “hanging out” in
the elm tree where the sapsucker was working. Watching
them one afternoon while they were quietly hanging on
the trunk after preening a hummer flew in to take a drink
from the sapsucker holes and the contrast of the two birds
was amusing as they were side by side in the tree. On
this same day another new bird came into the yard -a red

Speaking of birds in and around the city; last year the club
completed the two bird checklists; the city of Edmonton
basic list and at the beginning of July the Regional list
was finally completed. All members will receive a copy of
the list with this mailing. I want to thank all committee
members for there diligence in bringing this project to fruition and to the city for assisting us with layout. Our executive has also been busy this last year with many city
stakeholder meetings on Natural Areas, Park Plan, Transportation Plan, to mention a few and I want to thank all
those who have attended and participated on the clubs
behalf. As the clubs representative on the Edmonton
Area Land Trust Board we have also been busy moving
the organization forward, hiring a new ED and preparing a
website. The History book will be moving forward after a
lapse where no work was done mostly due to my lack of
attention as I was too involved with other projects. We
have also been working with FAN for our new website.
This too is behind schedule which is rather frustrating; it
seems these projects take more time than we would like
them to.
We are still looking for people to step forward for executive positions and we have the task lists available that
describe what is required for these positions. With everyone working together none of the tasks are too onerous.
Again I want to thank all those who have helped with the
club programs, projects and field trips we always need
your help and value your time and opinions.
I hope to see everyone out for the AGM/Members night in
September 10th, at the Percy Page Centre. The fall program is organized at the Museum, as their expansion project is also delayed, so we have been able to secure another year there. Someone who is keen to do the program will now only have to contact three speakers and
remind them of the dates and thank them. Lu and I have
a list of possible speakers and contact information so if
anyone is interested in taking over this position it will be
very simple for this year.
I have enjoyed working with the club and its members
over the last number of years but it is time for someone
new to step forward as I will be away for a good part of
the year so can not take on tasks where I am obligated to
be present. I will continue as the Past President and the
representative for the Land Trust Board until a new person is nominated next year.
Marg Reine

Marg’s Pileated Woodpecker

Photo: M.Reine
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Editor’s Message
A CHANCE TO WIN ONE MILLION DOLLARS!!!
Did I get your attention? I sure hope so. There’s an important issue affecting our club that needs your attention. We
very badly need people to step up and volunteer for some
important positions on the club’s executive.
Marg Reine, in her President’s Report politely appealed
for new volunteers. In my position I can afford to be less
polite. I know I’m risking getting fired, but since no one
else seems to want this job, I feel fairly secure. Besides, if
I do get fired, my contract calls for a huge settlement!
To be totally blunt, I’d like to see some people get off their
butts and sign up for an executive position. I know that
we’re all busy and it’s tough to make a commitment. I can
assure you that since we’ve gotten the merger out of the
way, running the club isn’t all that tough. In the last year
we only had 4 or 5 executive meetings. 4 or 5 extra evenings over the course of a year, doesn’t sound that bad,
does it?
Most of the executive only had a handful of tasks to do
between meetings, probably not much more than a few
hours here and there. There are always exceptions, special events like the Snow Goose Chase, the Banquet, etc.
The people who run those events usually have help and
know what they’re getting into.
There are two groups of people that I think need a kick in
the behind. The first is some of the members who have
joined in the last five years or so. Some of you are very
active in the club’s activities. That’s great to see, but it

Capital Region Bird Checklist
Club Members,
Over the last year a club committee has completed the
City of Edmonton Bird Checklist and now the Capital Region Bird Checklist. We are pleased to provide you with a
copy of the new Capital Region Bird Checklist. As with
most publications there are often formatting issues and
typos. When designing a booklet, a change in one line
will often shift positioning. We are aware of an error,
where Northern Cardinal and Rose-breasted Grosbeak
are placed under Blackbirds and Orioles when they
should be with Sparrows, Buntings and Cardinals. We
are also aware of a spelling typo in the Flycatcher family
name. Some spacing issues with hyphens will also be
corrected in the next edition. We would like your response to additions and deletions of species and of coding changes that should occur with the next printing. I
want to thank the committee for the work on these projects in bringing them to fruition and to the city of Edmonton
for providing the layout design and printing.

Marg Reine
President ENC

would be even better if you would take the next step and
help out with running the club. The other group I’d like to
target is the long-term members. Some of you may have
already served on the board of one of our club’s predecessor clubs. If you’ve had a break for a number of years,
maybe it’s time to get back on the horse!
The bigger, higher profile jobs like President and VicePresident are probably the most pressing positions to fill.
People may be reluctant to take on these jobs, thinking
that you need to be an expert naturalist or good at speaking in public. Personally, I don’t believe it. To me the most
important qualifications are being organized and the ability to work well with others. If you have the necessary
skills and aren’t necessarily a well-known or expert naturalist, this would be a great chance to make a name for
yourself. If you’re reluctant to speak in public, but would
still like to do the job, we could always get another member of the executive to do the public speaking.
So… the bottom line is that at this time there’s no one in
place to take these and other important positions on the
executive. If we’re going to keep this club going, someone, actually several someones, has to step up to the
plate. WE NEED YOU!!!
Oh, if you’re still wondering about the million dollars,
that’s simple. Just go buy a Lotto ticket and you’ll have a
chance to win the money.
Gerald Romanchuk,
Editor, Nature News
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Dave Nadeau’s Bench
A labour of love is what we call it.
The generous donations of many family and many,
many friends of Dave Nadeau have resulted in a
fitting memorial to one of our great field trip leaders
and local bird-lister extraordinaire. It’s a bench. It’s a
bench with a special view. The view is of the new
pond and storm-water control area along the edge
of the Sturgeon River next to Big Lake and Lois
Hole Provincial Park. It’s a fitting memorial place for
a guy who spent many an hour taking his extended
family birding just for the fun of it.
The City of St. Albert responded positively to the
idea of a bench for birders. The bench was in place
in record ‘City time’ and is already, this summer, a
welcoming place to ponder on a walk out to the bird
viewing platform overlooking Big Lake.

In a recent evening visit, the list of birds seen included:
Canada Geese, Common Goldeneye, Lesser Scaup, Mallard, Greater Yellowlegs, Spotted Sandpiper, Forester’s
Tern, Franklin’s Gull, Tree Swallow, Common Grackle,
Red-winged Blackbird, Brewer’s Blackbird and Savanna
Sparrow. Dave would agree that they were all quite special.
Members of the ENC will have the opportunity to see the
bench, the birds and remember Dave as part of the ENC
field trip to Big Lake on September 20. There will be a
brief “dedication” ceremony at 10:00 AM
Dan Stoker and Alan Hingston, Photos by D.Stoker

The pond, which has been dubbed Nadeau Pond by
some, has been home to an assortment of birds in this its
second summer of existence. Canada Geese have raised
at least five families and Common Goldeneye and Mallard
ducklings have been seen bobbing about. Forester’s
Terns make daily visits, as there are hundreds of thousands of small minnows in the pond.

Forster’s Tern

Photo: G.Romanchuk
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Snow Goose Chase 2008
The Public Buses
The annual Snow Goose Chase, held the last weekend of
April, was a terrific success as usual. Five buses of innercity school children and two buses for the paying public
were all full on Saturday, all ably led by very experienced
tour guides along with their assistants. The weather cooperated throughout the weekend and conditions around
Beaverhill Lake were pretty good, considering the snowfall we had experienced the week before. Many of the
local lakes and sloughs were still frozen, but our scouts
managed to find some good patches of open water in the
run-up to the weekends activities.
The buses from downtown usually stop at Hastings Lake
on their way out to Tofield to view the heronry and identify
the migrating waterfowl. Unfortunately the lake was still
frozen so all the buses made their way directly to the Nature Centre in Tofield where complimentary coffee and
snacks were served. Time was spent viewing the many
exhibits set up and the museum put on a short guided
tour around the artifacts.
All participants then took a 45 minute bus-ride south of
the highway to spot the swans, ducks and hawks moving
through the area. A Great-horned Owl, on nest, had been
scouted out and everyone got a good look through the
scopes set up by the volunteers. One bus managed to
spot two Peregrine Falcons hunting down some Pintails,
whilst the other bus tracked down good numbers of Tundra Swans feeding in the frozen fields.
Then, it was onto the community hall, where the Chase
organizers had put on many attractions for the busloads
of inner city school children. The Valley Zoo had brought
their hawks and owls exhibit, 5 birds in total, and all got to
see some of the hawks in flight inside the hall!! The Bea-

verhill Bird Observatory had a live Burrowing Owl on display and many had their photo taken with this terrific fellow! The Royal Alberta Museum had a table with various
tropical spiders and scorpians, as well as a snake or two.
Kristie from Alberta Environment was busy explaining
how a watershed is formed, Don Delaney had an excellent bird slide display and various club members organized a bugs and beetles ID session. I found this very educational and during the morning session, all children present seemed to be having a great time! Thanks should go
to Dan and Mike for this entertaining display.
Then it was onto the Tofield Legion for the usual lunch
buffet and a brief talk by Hugh Campbell on the history of
Beaverhill Lake. Hugh was instrumental in getting the lake
the recognition it deserves, so
every one was interested in what he had to say.
Then it was time to get on the bus again and go look for
the snow geese which had been scouted out by Bob
Gehlert, a local Lindbrook resident. There were several
other birders keeping an eye open for us so it was not too
tough finding the snowies that were in the Ryley dump
area! Stops were also made at the Amisk Creek Bridge
where birders spotted Bufflehead, Common Merganser,
Goldeneye, various other ducks and a Great Blue Heron.
Kallal meadow was not flooded this year by Ducks Unlimited, but many hawks were seen as well as a Northern
Harrier. The DU slough east of Amisk Creek saw plenty of
duck activity and good views of Redhead, Canvasback,
Lesser Scaup, and Ring-necked Duck were obtained.
Tundra Swans and Greater White-fronted Geese flew
overhead and Sandhill Cranes were heard in the distant
skies.It didn’ t take too long to find the snow geese which
were being harassed by a mature Bald Eagle. I estimate
there were over ten thousand in the Ryley area and my
good friend Curtis saw similar numbers up the east side
of the lake.
So a wonderful time for all participants and many thanks
must go to the sponsors who make the Chase such a
success. No space to mention them all here but a full list
will be entered on the Nature Clubs website.
See you all again next year!
Bob Parsons, Snow Goose Chase Co-ordinator

The Kids Buses
Inner-city school children, Big Brothers and Sisters, CrysThe Trefrey’s Burrowing Owl was very popular!
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talKids, Uncles-at-Large, Oliver School and Artstart...
all enjoyed a great day out on the Chase! 5 buses were
all pretty well full with parents, volunteers, chaperones
and overflow from the Percy Page buses.
The five buses were sponsored by Enbridge, LeHigh
Inland Cement, Epcor, the Rotary Club of Edmonton
and our own club, the Edmonton Nature Club. An
imaginative mix on all the buses and all took part in the
many interactive displays and exhibits that were set up
at the Nature Centre, the community hall, as well as at
Francis Viewpoint ( thanks Ray ) and at Kallal
Meadow. Hawks and Owls from the Valley Zoo, The
Burrowing Owl from the Trefreys, Alberta Environment
watershed display, spiders and snakes from the Royal
Alberta Museum, bird slide show courtsey of Don Delaney and of course Dan and Mike with their terrific interactive bugs and water beetles set-up. All were very educational and full of interest for everyone present.
Many happy moments were recorded by Gerald Romanchuk, except he missed Jim Lange getting through another huge pile of mashed spuds!! My helpers ensured
that all buses has enough snacks, water and juice, and
the games and quizzes looked entertaining. Extra funding
for the many packed lunches came from Synergy,UMC
Financial, Enbridge and our good friends at Cummings,
Andrews, McKay.....always a great benefactor of our club.
Ducks Unlimited provided 200 bottles of water and Champion Foods donated the same amount of fruit juice packs.
Highlights of the afternoon bus run included a Greathorned Owl on nest, large numbers of hawks and many
migrating waterfowl. Snow Geese were hard to pin down
this year but the large numbers of swans seen made up
for the snowie absence. Not very many Sandhill Cranes
were spotted this year, but it was a pretty fair afternoon of
birding.
A big thank you must go to the teams on the 5 buses.
Many wonderful volunteers from previous years who
helped to train the rookies! There is a list of all volunteers
posted elsewhere but special thanks to Brenda, Claudia,
Dale, Ingrid and the Tully`s. Lynn Chandler kept the volunteeer list up to date and did most of the computer
admin stuff. Fred Martin scoured St Albert for all kinds of
goodies, hope you are back next year Fred! Jim led a
team of scouts and door prizes were donated by the Wildbird General Store, F.A.N and Lone Pine Publishing.
All-in-all a wonderful day-out for everyone. Prices are going up everywhere, so thank you sponsors for all your
financial help.

Children check out the bugs at Dan & Mike’s display.
We will be back next year!!
Bob Parsons, Snow Goose Chase Co-ordinator

The Volunteers
Claudia Bolli.
Katie Cameron.
Hugh Campbell.
Bob Parsons.
Gerald Romanchuk.
Lynn Chandler.
Jean Chapman.
Ray Cromie.
Dale Dawson
Fred Dawson.
Peter Demulder.
Andrew Forrest.
Stan Gosche.
Ted Hindmarch.
Angela Hobson.
Rachel Hofman.
John Dmytrow.
Don Delaney.
Rob Hughes.
Mike Jenkins.
Pat Jones.
Steve Knight.
Janos Kovacs.
Jim Lange.
Jaye Lee.
Michelle Manley
Curtis Manley.
Laura Marini.

Fred Martin.
Logan McCloud.
Dennis Miller.
Jim Morrison.
Stuart Morrison.
Carrie Nugent.
Robert Oakley.
Jack Park.
Lisa Priestley.
Lance Steinke.
Stephen Symes.
Nik Romaniuk.
Brenda Shaughnessy.
Dan Stoker.
Phil Trefrey.
Karen Tully
MarvinTully.
Carmen von Conrad.
Eric Wallace.
Caitlin Willier
Vivian Willier.
Ingrid Yukes.
Linda Zimmerling.
Alana Broomfield.
Robin Brown.
Bob Gehlert.
Treva Piekema.
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Upcoming Monthly Presentations at the Royal Alberta Museum
Alberta Aspen Parkland by Ron Bjorge, October 17,
2008
The Parkland Natural Region, covering about 10% of the
province, is a very diverse and rich environment. The
Parkland Natural Region is primarily a transitional zone
located between the warmer and drier prairie environment
and the wetter and cooler boreal areas. It supports rich
soils which developed in association with extensive rough
fescue grasslands over the last 10,000 years. Alberta settlers found the rich soils, relatively flat topography and
moisture and climatic regime to be well suited for agricultural production. Today the Parkland Natural Region is
responsible for much of Alberta’s agricultural production
and the majority of the provinces human populations are
found within or adjacent to the Parkland Natural Region.
Yet an abundance and diversity of life is associated with
the natural habitat and wetlands that remains. This talk
will focus on this often forgotten area of Alberta, including
it s past, present and future.
Ron Bjorge is an Alberta (Parkland) boy through and
through. He received his B.Sc and M.Sc from the University of Alberta in the 1970’s and has worked for the provincial government (Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division –
now in the Department of Sustainable Resource Development) since that time. Over his 33 years with the Department he has served in a variety of positions in the wildlife
field including wildlife research, habitat protection and
management, wildlife management and wildlife administration. He is currently Alberta’s Director of Wildlife Management.
He has worked on a great variety of wildlife management
issues ranging from wolf/ cattle depredation research to
piping plover conservation to wildlife issues in the Parkland Natural Region. He and has spend most of his time
in the Parkland and Prairie areas of Alberta as well and
the Peace River Region. He has served as President of
the Alberta Chapter of The Wildlife Society and is currently co chair of the Canadian Wildlife Directors Committee. Ron is keenly interested in the stewardship of our
provinces wildlife.

Bat Facts and much, much, more by Margo Pybus,
November 21, 2008
Did you know that 1 of every four known species of mammal on Earth is a bat of some sort? Did you know that
there are more little brown bats (Myotis lucifigus) in Alberta than there are people in the greater Edmonton and
Calgary areas combined? Did you know bats only have
one young per year, they can live more than 30 years,
and that on the great tree of life bats are more closely
related to humans than they are to rodents???
Dr Pybus will lead a lively question and answer session
packed with facts and insights about a group of mammals
that rarely act like mammals and often break conventional
biological rules. Our furry flying neighbours are in a class
of their own in so many many ways.
Dr. Pybus is well known to The Edmonton Nature Club
and to the Conservation Community. She has served on
executive positions in many conservation clubs and professional organizations. Dr. Pybus is a very accomplished wildlife biologist, specializing in wildlife diseases.
She graduated from the University of Alberta in 1982.
Since 1982 she has been working for Alberta Fish and
Wildlife .
Over the years she has received numerous awards including, in 2007, the prestigious William A. Rowan award
from The Wildlife Society.
Margo was born in England but grew up on a dairy farm
in southerern Ontario. Alberta. She lives on an acreage
east of Sherwood park and is a keen student of nature.
Her interests in bats was initially based on her professional involvement of this group of mammals as a disease vector . She soon became fascinated by them and
continued to learn more about their natural history in Alberta. It is always well worth going to her lectures.
Lu Carbyn,
Program Co-ordinator

The ICLEI Conference on Sustainability: a natural history initiative
On June 14-18th 2009 the City of Edmonton will host an
international conference on sustainable city living that will
have as a component the maintenance of local biodiversity. On June 26th this year City organizers invited a number of people representing various organizations and interests to a one-day workshop at the Telus World of Science. Dan Stoker and I of the Edmonton Nature Club attended. The idea was to develop some initiatives or projects that could be showcased at the conference and that
would, it is hoped, become permanent features or activities of the city. “Green” Councillor Linda Sloan announced
that $50,000 in funding would be made available for these

initiatives, $5000 each for 10 worthy projects.
My group discussed a number of ideas for which we got
dubbed the Natural Heritage and Agricultural Heritage
Conservation Group. We discussed among other things
the idea of setting up a stewardship network, a topic the
Edmonton Natural History Club has raised in previous
years, acknowledging the need for stewards of natural
areas in Edmonton. However, what we are now refining
as a project for which we will apply for funding is a
“wetland outreach” project that will involve engaging the
local community or communities in the appreciation and
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care of their local natural or stormwater-managed pond
(s). This will likely involve production of some educational
material, community hall meetings and presentations, and
hopefully, some hands-on restorative work with identification and removal of weeds and in-planting with native
species. With luck, the community will remain permanently committed and we may even identify some community leaders who are willing to train members of other
communities in similar stewardship.
It turns out that the Federation of Alberta Naturalists has
already got a similar project under development, the urban equivalent of their “Living by Water” program. As well,
our approach fits well with City objectives, to create more

environmentally literate citizens appreciative of their local
woodlots and wetlands. However, we consider that we
would not be so much re-inventing the wheel with our project as putting our shoulder to it.
As always, we would welcome volunteer help; it need not
be confined to the original workshop group. If anyone
would like to be involved, or has information or suitable
educational material to offer, please give me a call at 780481-1525 or email me at nutmeg@planet.eon.net. There
will also be plenty of opportunities for volunteers as we
get closer to the conference. I’ll keep the Club posted.
Patsy Cotterill, Conservation Coordinator

“ T he Many Ways to Paint a Bird Red ”
A review of Jocelyn Hudon’s presentation at the
Royal Alberta Museum, April 18 2008.
In a multi-disciplinary and wide-ranging presentation,
Jocelyn Hudon, curator of ornithology at the Royal Alberta
Museum, made me aware of just how little I knew about
this aspect of bird study. His topic was the subject of colour in birds based on his research on the different ways in
which birds can be coloured red.
Starting with the science, Jocelyn explained how the human eye saw colour. From the visible spectrum (colours
of the rainbow), a bird appears red because the feathers
absorb the blue wavelengths. He then described how it is
possible using advanced analytical scientific equipment

Bohemian Waxwing
(chromatography) to “fingerprint” the chemistry of the
feather pigments that determine red colour.
These red pigments are not all the same – certain birds,
like House Finches, have an orange-red colouration
caused by carotenoids from diet – this is the same pigment that gives carrots and tomatoes their color. Jocelyn
has researched a particular red pigment (rhodoxanthin)

that can be dietary but can also be manufactured by certain birds. This is where the talk became wide-ranging
geographically with mention of familiar birds (like waxwings and tanagers) and exotics (like manakins and fruit
doves).
Of particular interest were two studies Jocelyn described.
There are only three waxwing species world-wide: Bohemian, Cedar and Japanese. Both the Cedar and Bohemian have yellow tips to the tail feathers; the Japanese
Waxwing has a red tail band. A number of years ago, in
the eastern States, some Cedar Waxwings with orange
tail tips were noted, in effect, intermediate between the
Cedar and the Japanese. By scientific analysis it was
determined the orange colouration was caused by
higher levels of rhodoxanthin in these individuals. Historical research linked the onset of orange-tipped Cedar Waxwings to the introduction of honeysuckle species, native to Japan, which were introduced into
North America in the 1960s. The honeysuckle berries
contained higher concentrations of rhodoxanthin: an
interesting example of “you are what you eat”.
Breeding male Western Tanagers are characterised
by red head feathers and the colouration is caused by
rhodoxanthin. Individual birds vary in the intensity,
extent and patterning of this decoration. To what extent is this dietary and dependent on habitat? Jocelyn
showed two sets of year-old Western Tanagers; one
collected in the Athabasca area and the other around
Grande Prairie. One set (Athabasca) had noticeably
duller, drab plumage and Jocelyn suggested this
might indicate the area around Athabasca was suboptimal habitat. If so, plumage could then be used to assess the quality of habitat for individual species which
would be an important conservation technique.
As always, ENC members asked a number of interesting
questions which Jocelyn answered adeptly, making very
complicated science understandable for his lay audience.
Alan Hingston
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Letter: Impact of Powerlines on Bird Collisions
Sent to: Stephen Harper, Ed Stelmach, John Baird, &
Rob Renner
May 15, 2008
Messrs:
Neither the Provincial or Federal Governments, the people of Canada nor those beyond our borders will soon
erase from their minds the picture of the 500 ducks found
dead or dying in the tar sand tailing ponds earlier this
year.
Those ducks could well have been a flock that passed
through the Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park at Big
Lake, Alberta, just outside of Edmonton and St. Albert, on
their migration to the north. If they did, they escaped one
trap only to be caught in another one waiting for them.
The death of those ducks left an indelible black mark on
our national and international image. It triggered emotions
and focused public attention on the harm man is doing to
the world we live in, all in the name of progress more than
anything I can remember in Alberta.
The impact was so great because 500 ducks died in one
spot, at about the same time. Their death could have
been prevented.
Nobody knows exactly how many migratory birds fall victim to yet another Alberta anthropogenic obstacle in their
migratory path: the high, 138kV power line that crosses
the Sturgeon River/Big Lake wetlands at the west side of
St. Albert, right at the portal to the Lois Hole Centennial
Provincial Park. They die, one by one, largely unnoticed.
One by one, they probably add up to the hundreds. In the
USA alone, it has been estimated that bird death from
power line collisions is in the range of 130 to 174 million
per year.
It has been known for at least two decades that the location of power lines within 500 meters of a productive wetland or open water invites bird collisions. Those areas are
most dangerous to birds because they provide staging,
feeding and nesting grounds.
Like a giant spider web, this St. Albert high power line
crosses the Big Lake wetlands, Sturgeon River, the lake
shore and the open waters of the Riel lagoons at the edge
of the Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park. The line
crosses a top birding site, a wildlife viewing area, a provincial park, all major deciding factors of where not to put
a power line. This site presents a very high risk for bird
collisions.
I understand the Province has plans for a major Nature
Interpretive Centre in the Lois Hole Centennial Provincial
Park at a location which will provide a prime view of the
power lines. Visitors could observe a bird hitting the
lines, possibly escape with a broken wing, desperately
trying to move; see dead birds floating in the river,

patches of feathers, piles of bone, on the walkway to the
observation platform.
Environmental groups, school children, bird watchers and
visitors from as far as Europe and the Far East observe
the rich bird life of Big Lake. “…if these collisions took
place in direct observation of environmental groups or the
general public, or any other type of situation where the
media or politicians would be notified, then it would be
considered a politically significant event.” (N. Heck, Risk
of Bird Collisions with Electric Power Transmission Lines
in Alberta, 2007)
The social-political reality is that people are likely to witness collisions from the Interpretive Centre as well as
from the BLESS observation platform located at the edge
of Big Lake, right beneath the power line, where springs
keep the lake ice-free late in the fall and early in the
spring, attracting thousands of migratory birds.
It is not so much the economic or biological impact of the
bird kills that matters, but how the public perceives them,
especially in a Provincial Park where wildlife is expected
to be protected.
Recommendations arising from research into the risk of
bird collisions with electric power transmission lines in
Alberta (Heck 2007) explicitly exclude sites for new lines
with extremely high risks, similar to the line at Big Lake
Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park. I personally believe
that in such areas the line be buried under ground should
be considered, if it were safely feasible.
AltaLink has researched possible alignments and prepared cost estimates. Putting the line underground is not
cheap. But in this case, there does not to seem to be any
choice. It is not a matter of feasibility of relocating the
line, but of who pays for it.
You are no doubt aware of the international status of Big
Lake as Important Birding area (IBA). This is a project
which identifies a network of critical sites to conserve the
natural diversity and populations of Canadian bird species. Big Lake is also being nominated as under the
Ramsar Convention. The Ramsar Convention is an international treaty for the conservation and sustainable utilization of wetlands.
If the government will not bury the lines then it must enforce its own legislation that protects birds from this type
of harm. Various Acts protect a wide range of migratory
birds: The Alberta Wildlife Act, the Federal Species at
Risk Act and the Migratory Birds Convention Act. Canada is a signatory to the latter and should enforce this
Act, like the USA does. Why do the Province and the Federal Government stand by and ignore its own and international laws?
I respectfully suggest that the Alberta and Federal gov-
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ernments would benefit not only here, but nationwide,
even internationally, if they were seen to be making an
effort to do something that would mitigate the migratory
bird kill, whether the birds die by slowly drowning in the oil
of the tar sand tailing ponds or breaking their necks by
colliding with a power line. These deaths are largely preventable.

has caused. The Province could gain some environmental credibility with the public if it helped lower the
dead bird count in Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park
and surrounding municipalities by putting the portion of
the line underground where it crosses the bird home
ranges.
Respectfully submitted,

This is a great opportunity for the Province, and the Federal Government, to take some highly visible action and
make the point that our Government is serious about
dealing with the environmental impacts our rapid growth

Elke Blodgett,
St.Albert

Letter: Oliver School at the Snow Goose Chase
May 20, 2008
Shirley Pockett
Executive Assistant
LeHigh Inland Cement Ltd.
Dear Ms. Pockett,
Our class would like to thank you for sponsoring us to go to Tofield
for the Snow Goose trip this year. This trip was a wonderful learning
opportunity for all of us and we truly appreciate your kindness.
Among the many things we really enjoyed this year, we really loved
interacting with the live animals as well with the insects from the

Royal Alberta Museum. We loved the bus tour and learning about
the migrating birds as we got to enjoy the beautiful landscape while
learning about the animals and plants around us. All of the work
that was put into the trip including the pond study and the PowerPoint presentation was great too! Thank you also for providing us
with such great snacks and lunch.
Again, we want to thank you for your kind donation and we hope
that we will be invited to participate again next year.
Sincerely,
Grade Five Class
Oliver School

Birding Field Trip Reports
May 17, St.Albert
More than 20 people turned up for the St Albert field trip
on Saturday. We ended up getting 74 species of birds,
and had several highlights. Lacombe Park was very
quiet, as has been the case with woodland migrants all
week. At the interpretive trail things picked up a bit as we
got Cinnamon Teal and a good sprinkling of shorebirds.
Murray Marsh proved to be the best place though. We
started out with another Cinnamon Teal, then got a Cinnamon-Blue-winged hybrid. This was followed by two
male Eurasian Wigeon. This species supposedly goes all
the way to Siberia to breed, and as such should be long
gone by now. There has never been a breeding record
for this species in North America, but when you get two
individuals hanging around this late in the season it is
very unlikely that they would continue on to Siberia to
breed. I feel that there is a very strong possibility that
these birds will stick it out for the summer, and if they
have mates, then they are probably already breeding. I
think it would be fantastic if St Albert turned up the first
breeding record for Eurasian Wigeon for all of North
America. So get out there kiddies and find that female
with a nest or young.
The Wigeon was followed up by two Peregrine Falcons,
one of which made a pass at the shorebirds. Finally, just
as we were packing up to leave, someone spotted a
strange duck on one of the islands that seemed to have a

long, thin, decurved bill. It turned out that it was a duck
with a Whimbrel behind it, and in fact there were two
Whimbrels there.
Between the Interpretive Trail and Murray Marsh we had
the following shorebirds; Killdeer, American Avocet,
Lesser Yellowlegs, Solitary Sandpiper, Willet, Whimbrel,
Marbled Godwit, Semipalmated Sandpiper, Least Sandpiper, Pectoral Sandpiper, Long-billed Dowitcher, Wilsons
Snipe, Wilsons Phalarope and Red-necked Phalarope.
Although we only had two new birds for the St Albert list,
Black Tern and Whimbrel, it was the quality of some of the
other observations that made the day.
Terry Thormin, Trip Leader

May 12, Chickakoo Lake and Murray Marsh
We set off about 8:15 from Westmount with a first stop at
the ponds west of 779 North of Hwy 16. Lots of waterfowl
including Snipe. Worked our way up to Chickakoo with
Ruby Crowned Kinglet, Purple Finch and White Throated
Sparrow along the way.
Chickakoo seemed quiet but we gradually accumulated
sapsucker, several sparrows, Yellow rumped Warbler,
woodpeckers, and around the water, Loon, Spotted Sandpiper. Yellow Warbler was heard several times but in spite
of there being no leaves, none was seen!
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On the way to Murray Marsh, a single bluebird was seen.
Murray Marsh provided more looks at waterfowl, Greater
White Fronted Geese, Wilson’s Phalarope, Lesser Yellowlegs, Cinnamon Teal and Gerald spotted a Blue
Winged / Cinnamon Teal hybrid: Cinnamon body with BW
Teal face markings.

Black-crowned Night-Heron at the same pond, when all
we had stopped for was a Spotted Sandpiper.

Lots of opportunities to spend time to pick out field marks
on numerous birds. Weather started cool but became
very pleasant by noon. We finished around 3 at Murray
Marsh.

• 2 pairs of Great-crested Flycatchers, 1 pair near the Astotin campground & the other near the warden station on
Admin Rd.

Brian Stephens, Trip Leader

May 31, Clifford E. Lee and Wagner NA
By the time all of us gathered at Clifford E Lee just before
9 am there were 17 participants. Marg Reine gave us the
background on the Natural Area and led us through the
trails.
We followed the shoreline boardwalk, Pine Knoll Trail,
and Woodland Flowers (actually 2 of us missed Woodland and went through Aspen Trail). The main group
came back along the road. Leaves are well out so we had
considerable difficulty actually seeing many of the woodland birds.
The area has a good selection of breeding waterfowl.
Phalaropes, Avocets, and Lesser Yellowlegs are in residence. However, Yellow Headed Blackbirds do not seem
to be present. Flycatchers other than least and 1 alder
were scarce.
We finished up around noon, and most of us headed
north to Wagner Natural Area for the early afternoon.
Much quieter and the wind was up. Nevertheless we
heard House Wrens, Ruby-crowned Kinglets, Eastern
Phoebe, Red-eyed Vireo, Goldfinch and spotted an Orange-crowned Warbler. By 2:30 storm clouds were gathering.
Both sites had numerous wildflowers in bloom. At Wagner, we also found numerous orchids either about to or
already blooming.
Marg Reine, Trip Leader

June 14, Elk Island NP “Century Day”
22 bright-eyed birders met at the Elk Island NP Visitor's
Center at 7:00 am this morning for the Edmonton Nature
Club's Century Day. Our goal was to find at least 100 bird
species. By 5:00 pm we had reached & exceeded our
goal, we saw & heard 106 species!
Some highlights include:
• An incredibly co-operative Mourning Warbler that sat out
singing in the open long enough for
almost all of us to get a great view through a scope.

• A great look at a sub-adult Broad-winged Hawk.
• Barrow's Goldeneye & Red-breated Merganser in the
same scope view on Astotin Lake.

There were a few notable misses as well.
• No ravens!
• I can't remember the last time that I've been in the park
during June & not heard a Hermit Thrush.
• We also missed Swainson's Thrush & Veery.
•

We couldn't find any of the cool warblers that had
been seen lately: Chestnut-sided, Cape May,
&Blackburnian were all no-shows.

Gerald Romanchuk, Trip Leader

June 21, Red Deer
Saturday Jun 21, five of us headed for Red Deer to meet
Judy Boyd and Dorothy Hazlett from the Red Deer River
Naturalists to explore sites around Red Deer.
We met at Slack Sough 9 am. The viewing platform was
barred by flooding, and by nesting birds who have taken
advantage of the high water levels on the parking lot side
of the platform. Also the lake side reeds at this time of
year are quite a bit taller than in the spring blocking views
from the parking lot.
Judy and Dorothy took us to Cootie Pond – which prior to
the construction of Hwy 2 was part of Slack Sough. Lots
of ducks, grebes, sparrows, blackbirds, yellowthroat,
marsh wren. We went on to a red tailed hawk nest that
originally had 1 young, but now has the addition of 2
adoptees (foster young recently installed). The male and
female were actively feeding. We also saw blackbirds going after one of the adults: the blackbirds appeared to be
landing on the back of the red tail and then taking a peck
or two!
Next we went to “Sora Central” – we counted the calls of
21 sora in the space of less than half a km along including
2 that made a dash across the road to change sides of
the marsh. (We heard more than 30 sora during the day).
Around lunch time we moved to Dorothy’s home overlooking Hazlett Lake. Cooper’s Hawk, purple martins, 2 fledgling ravens who preferred hopping from branch to branch,
sapsucker and warblers. After lunch we stopped at 3 Mile
Bend to see osprey nest with young, and then went to
Kerry Natural Area to round out the now quite hot afternoon. Overall we had 70 confirmed species.

• A Philadelphia Vireo on the Bison Loop.

Many thanks to Judy and Dorothy for hosting us and
showing us these wonderful sites.

• A pair of Trumpeter Swans, a Hooded Merganser, & a

Brian Stephens, Trip Leader
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Wildbird General Store Spring/Summer Bird Sightings Report
Mar.22/08 to Aug12/08
Severe weather conditions affected
the birding during this reporting period. The first one affected the waterfowl, due to the complete lack of
runoff during the spring thaw. With
dry ground conditions going into the
winter period & only average or below average snowfall there was no excess surface moisture. Despite having two separate large dumps of wet
snow, 40+ cm the first time, followed 2 weeks later by
another 30+ cm, it all soaked into the ground.
Spring started in early March which allowed the snow to
melt slowly. The result was no water in Amisk Cr. And no
flooding of Kallal Meadows. This is a traditional birding
hotspot for waterfowl & shorebirds in the spring. Also the
farm fields usually used by geese, ducks & swans, had no
standing water. High winds, heavy snow & very cold temperatures were associated with the second cold front
which decimated the Mountain Bluebird population.
Raptors Great Gray Owls were still being seen in the
Cross Lake area. Fred Whiley & I observed 2 along
Sec..#801 south of the Park Mar. 22. On April 5, the ENC
Misty Ridge trip diverted to Cross L. in the pm due to the
heavy snow falling making it impossible to watch for raptors. As we left Cross L.ake, 2 Great Gray’s were observed along #801 just outside the park. Note: It has
been rumored in the past that no one but me sees these
birds at Cross Lake so it was great to have lots of witnesses!
Several Snowy Owls were still around with one 5km south
of Wabasca on Mar.19, and another adult observed south
of Tofield, April 6 during the Wildbird General Store Hawk
Survey. In late March the Rough-legged Hawks started to
appear with Fred Whiley & myself seeing one on Sec.
#661 east of Vega Mar.22, while Paul & Linda Thiessan

Rough-legged Hawk

found one south of Wabamun the same day. Brian
Hornby located a dark morph one in the Beaverhill area
on April 6, after which time Rough-legged & Red-tailed
Hawks & Northern Harriers were abundant. On April 12
they along with Bald Eagles were still moving through
Misty Ridge, although in low numbers.
Several Northern Goshawks were reported with Dolores
Smithson & I seeing one on at Beaverhill Lake on March
23 & one seen by Lu Carbyn flying over the Wildbird General Store on April 12 - how fitting!
The Snow Goose Chase bus on Sat. April 26 was hard
pressed to find the geese but were treated to a raptor
spectacle
instead
(always
good to
broaden
the target
species
range). It
started just
south of
Tofield at
the old
gravel
quarry,
Peregrine falcon
before
morning coffee. While the birders were looking at the waterfowl on the quarry site an immature Bald Eagle, which
had been sitting in a tree to the north, decided to make its
presence known & slowly drifted to the west soaring over
the waterfowl & creating quite a stir. At the same time,
other birders spotted a Peregrine Falcon soaring over the
south end of the site. Talk about luck!
In the afternoon the buses headed south to Black Nugget
Lake where lots of Snow Geese had been reported. Upon
arrival it was found that the geese had left, although we
did get close looks at some Tundra Swans in a field just
south of the lake. I sent several birders back to check on
a possible Trumpeter Swan amongst them. In the mean
time the birds had flown into Black Nugget. However all
was not lost as they located another Peregrine. As the
buses went along the north side of the lake in search of
an Avocet, 2 more Peregines were seen chasing ducks.
With one on each side of the bus this was a special day,
Curtis Manly had told me only moments before that he
had never seen one in Alberta. The total for that day was
5, while the next day there were no Peregrines to be seen
anywhere. On April 23 a birder was lucky & saw a
Peregine catch a Franklin Gull near the Clinical Science
Bldg. at the U of A. Keen birders were often seeing
Peregines patrolling the mud flats at Mundare Beach on
Beaverhill Lake in search of prey. On July 4, Michelle
Munro reported a pair nesting at the Miseracordia Hospital.
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On May 25, Tiarella observed a Prairie Falcon at
Beaverhill Lake while Linda Jarmolicz & myself saw
one at the Cardinal Divide south of Cadomin on July
30. An Osprey was seen at the Amisk Cr. bridge
April 26 by Bob Gehlert, while I observed one July 2
at Steeper (Hwy 40 & McLeod R. crossing south of
Robb). The highlight of the spring was the sighting
by Fred Whiley & myself of 3 Turkey Vultures near
Bouchard Lake northeast of Clyde on May 24.
Waterfowl Eurasian Wigeon were observed at Big
Lake, Murray’s Marsh, & Beaverhill Lake on several
occasions in early April. Other waterfowl started to
arrive at the same time in the Beaverhill Lake area
mainly at Amisk Creek & the nearby DU wetland.
Bob Parsons located 10 Green-wing Teal on April
10 and most species were present in numbers by
April 13.
Bob Parsons observed a Hooded Merganser southeast
of Beaverhill Lake on April 16 & Gerald Romanchuk observed 6 in Hermitage Park on April 22. A pair of Cinnamon Teal were seen at the Amisk Cr. bridge by the Snow
Goose Bus on April 27.
Doug Faulder located a Long-tailed Duck on Beaumaris
Lake in north Edmonton May 4, while John Moore & Marc
Demers located a pair of Wood Ducks 12 miles north of
Opal on April 30. Surf Scoters were once again present at
Cross Lake this spring when I observed 30+ in the company of Red-breasted & Common Mergansers on May13.
Snow Geese were harder to find for the Snow Goose
Chase guests due to water conditions, however I observed approximately 7000 flying over Ryley Pond on the
afternoon of April 27 & they had been seen sporadically
near the Ryley Landfill but kept moving around. A lone
Ross’s Goose was seen at the Amisk Creek bridge on
June 1 in the company of Canada Geese.
On May 11, Gerald Romanchuk located 6 species of
Grebes on Astotin Lake including a Clarke’s (one was
also picked up from Wabamun Lake in the 2005 oil spill)
& also a Barrow’s Goldeneye.
Shorebirds Despite not having the shorebirds at Kallal

Hooded Merganser
Meadows this spring the migration was still good. Hudsonian Godwits were hardly reported at all this year compared to almost 200 at the Kallal back flood last spring.
Art Hughes & Eric Wallace observed 7 near the Ryley
Landfill on April 29. Dolores Smithson, myself, & several
other birders observed one still at the DU wetland east of
Amisk Creek on June 1.
The old gravel quarry just south of Tofield on Rge Rd 191
as well as the DU wetland east of Amisk Cr. were producing good sightings. Avocets, Black-neck Stilts, Ruddy
Turnstones, Black-bellied & Semipalmated Plovers as
well as many species of Sandpiper. These same species
along with both Wilson’s Phalarope (local breeder) & migrating Red-neck Phalarope were being seen at Mundare
Beach & the above sites starting again in mid-July.
Ed Mah-Lim who has been regularly visiting Mundare
Beach on the east side of Beaverhill Lake was rewarded
this spring & fall with the sighting of Buff-breasted Sandpipers as well as a Ruff (Eurasian shorebird) on May 19.
On August 3, Ed & Lu Carbyn were very lucky and found
a second Ruff. They were finding up to 24 species of
shorebird at Mundare Beach. Gerald Romanchuk had
over 20 species of shorebird on the southwest corner of
Tawayik Lake in Elk Island NP at around the same time.
Fred Whiley & I found a Baird’s Sandpiper on the beach
at Cross Lake on May 27. Shorebirds usually show up in
Cross Lake after a cold front forces them down during
migration. On a trip Aug. 10 to Bouchard Lake, I observed
8 Semipalmated Plovers, 2 Baird’s Sandpipers, numerous
Least Sandpipers and both Lesser & Greater Yellowlegs.
The low water has left a small sand island on the southwest side of the lake.
Passerines Northern Shrikes were seen in various locations in early April as they migrated back north. The ENC
trip on April 5 to Misty Ridge located 2 & there were numerous reports from Beaverhill Lake and other areas as
well. Ed Mah-Lim was fortunate on May 10 to locate a
Loggerhead Shrike at Beaverhill Lake, a species normally
found farther to the south. In the early 80’s a pair nested
near Francis Point.

Buff-breasted Sandpiper
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this area around the 2nd week of May & the 2nd
week of August. On May 11, Marc Demers also
observed one in Terwilligar Park.
A single male Cardinal was seen at Goldbar Park
in late May but has not been reported since. There
was no doubt as to the arrival of Rose-breasted
Grosbeaks as the Wildbird General Store was
flooded with calls on the May long weekend. Jack
Clements observed what he thought may have
been a female Black-headed Grosbeak in his yard
in Aspen Gardens May 21.
Chestnut-collared Longspurs were seen at Francis
Pt. May 25 & they used to nest along the east side
of Bittern Lake. A lone Purple Martin was observed
at Lindbrook by Bob Gehlert on April 19. Whether
or not it survived the blizzard is not know.
Bobolink
Redpolls were abundant in fields around Misty Ridge in
early April, Fred Whiley & I locating a flock of approx.150
on April 5 and again on April 13. 3 Lark Sparrows were
observed by Dolores Smithson, Steve Knight & Gerald
Romanchuk near the corrals on the northwest corner of
Beaverhill May 25. They seem to be showing up more
each year in the Edmonton reporting area.

Other species A Glaucous Gull was reported from
the 170 st. Landfill on April 22, by Gerald Romanchuk. Marc Demers reported a pair of Mourning Doves in
Terwilligar on May 11.
Sora’s were plentiful around Beaverhill this spring including a very obliging one at the Beaverhill Lake Nature Centre. A Viriginia Rail was heard calling from Lister Lake on
May 25.
On March 22, Fred Whiley & I observed 3 Sharp-tailed

Rufous Hummingbirds were observed by Bob Morgan on May 14 & Calliope Humminbird on May 26 at
Brule. Another Rufous was reported by Lukas Huisman from Ardrossan on May 26,while a 3rd sighting
came from northwest of Sangudo on May 20.
Florence Woodward reported a Lazuli Bunting in the
city at the end of April (normally a bird of the foothills
of southern AB). A Varied Thrush was observed
east of Ardrossan on April 22 by Linda Smith, & I
heard one singing in the Watson Cr. campground at
Cadomin on July 3, they probably nest there as they
can be seen or heard there every spring.
Bobolinks (3) showed up at Beaverhill Lake again
this year, but much later than normal. Ed Mah-Lim
found one along the Stone House access south of
Hwy 16 (north end of lake) & a pair at Mundare
Beach. This was on July 13 & normally if they do
show up it is around the May long weekend.
Gerald Romanchuk located both Sedge Wren & Nelson’s Sharp-tail Sparrow on the southeast corner of
Beaverhill Lake on May31. Another surprise was the
pair of Eastern Bluebirds which were located in early June
by Katherine Battle at a nest box near Ministik Sanctuaryphotos submitted to Wildbird General Store for confirmation. Mountain Bluebirds were devastated in Central Alberta by the storms this spring and the ones around the
Beaverhill Lake area were no exception, with high losses.
Meadowlarks on the other hand seemed to be quite abundant in the area east of Amisk Creek. On May 5 Lu Carbyn & myself observed a Say’s Phoebe at Francis Pt. &
another at Mundare Beach. They regulary move through

Sedge Wren
Grouse along #801 in the Black Bear Grazing Reserve.
There is a very small population living there & occasionally one gets lucky enough to see one. Dolores Smithson
& myself found a pair of Ravens nesting at the northwest
corner of Bittern
Jim Lange maintains the Northern
Lake on Rge Rd
222 & Twp Rd. 474 Alberta Bird Hotline (433-2473)
which is sponsored by the Wildbird
on Mar.23.
General Store and the Edmonton
Jim Lange
Nature Club.

Memories of the Snow Goose Chase

Rough-legged Hawk

Dan Stoker
teaching
us about
bugs

Scoping out the birds.

The object of the Chase - Snow Geese!

Snowball fight at Francis Point.

